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SIDE LINKS, the game of creative word connections. Can you find a link between

Ages: 8+

10966

"map" and "directions"? What about "chocolate" and "birds"? In SIDE LINKS, players
take turns playing tiles, trying to make links between words. The more connections
you can make, the more you score! So get your creative brain working because while
making one link might be easy, two or three is going to take some work, and probably
some hilarious debates.

Players: 2-8

Case Pack: 6

7⅜”(w) x 5⅛”(h) x 3”(d)

MADE IN CANADA

Ages: 12+

10965

Players: 3+

Case Pack: 6

5 ⁄8”(w) x 7 ⁄8”(h) x 3”(d)
1

3

MADE IN CANADA

READ MY MIND is a game of like-minded thinkers.
Ask questions and clues, but beware... others can intercept
and hijack the answer and your points! So think fast, think
smart, and make the connection – and don't get lost for words!

HOW DO YOU DOODLE?
Can you draw pants? Of course you can.
But what if some players are drawing jeans,
while others are drawing trousers.Will your
drawing communicate the difference?
So we ask again... can you draw pants?
Ages: 12+

10320

Players: 3-7

Case Pack: 6

8”(w) x 8”(h) x 2½”(d)

MADE IN CANADA
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WOOBOO is an unusually

Ages: 12+

10325

FLORIDA MAN is nowa fun party game!

Ages: 18+

10967

judgmental game for friends, family,
and total strangers. Howwell do you know
your friends? And howwell do they know
you? Find out, as you take turns making
opinions on 3 interesting topics, while
other players try to guess what you
really think. Will it be WOOor BOO?

Players: 2-10

Case Pack: 6

Start the game in county jail and for every
correct matching answer, cross a day off your
sentence (score sheet). The game comes
packed with hundreds of Florida Man headlines
with a missing word or two. Players try to guess
what the missing word is, and match their
answers up with the card reader. FLORIDA MAN
is the party game where the bizarre headlines
keep coming and the laughs never stop.

Players: 3-6

Case Pack: 6

8”(w) x 8”(h) x 2½”(d)

MADE IN CANADA
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51⁄8”(w) x 73⁄8”(h) x 3”(d)

MADE IN CANADA
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Adult Party
gAmEs

Adult PaRty
gAmes
XXX CHARADES is all the fun of regular Adult Charades, but packaged in a portable
tuck box. Regular charades may be fun… but these charades will really rock your world!

LIKES lets you swipe right and create the funniest, most
outrageous dating profile by pairing one of the profile
description cards in your hand to the featured profile picture.
Each round, a new judge picks the winning combination and
rewards the creator of the profile a ‘like’. After eight rounds,
players select the very “best” profile.
XXX Charades Box

Now, the important question is asked...“Which player is most
likely to date this person?” Twisted? Maybe. Fun? For sure.

XXX Charades Card Game

19446
case pack: 6
7”(w) x 9”(h) x 2¾”(d)

Ages: 18+

10959

Players: 3+

Case Pack: 6

8"(w) x 10½”(h) x 2”(d)

MADE IN CHINA

Legless

Gargle

D-CARD-3-DKG

Ratted

Ages: 21+

19441

Ages: 21+

19442

Ages: 21+

19443

Players: 3+

Case Pack: 18

Players: 3+

Case Pack: 18

Players: 3+

Case Pack: 18

33⁄8”(w) x 55⁄8”(h) x 3⁄4”(d)

33⁄8”(w) x 55⁄8”(h) x 3⁄4”(d)

33⁄8”(w) x 55⁄8”(h) x 3⁄4”(d)

MADE IN CANADA

MADE IN CANADA

MADE IN CANADA

Ages: 18+

10958

Players: 4+

Case Pack: 6

10½”(w) x 10½”(h) x 2⅜”(d)

27 Units (9 each)

10 ⁄4”(w) x 10”(h) x 7 ⁄8”(d)
3

PARTNER SWAP lets you join the
swinging community in the game that's all
about swapping partners, collecting tokens
and having fun. Get creative as you act, sculpt
and draw the naughty words on the swingers
cards for your partner to guess. Do it before
time runs out and you both win tokens. But
watch out, your partner may have their eye on
another swinger with a lot more tokens than you
and given the chance may swap partners... but
don't worry because you can swap partners too!

5

MADE IN CHINA

GARGLE, LEGLESS, RATTED are three different drinking games that will have you laughing
til' you drop! Gargle the tunes to famous songs! Shout out crazy categories...from "parts of a body
that smell" to "Other words for buttocks"! Or match pairs of cards while trying to find the rat!

40
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Party Games • 5 second rule

Party Games
ADULTS
ONLY

The Game of Nasty
Things...®

5 Second Rule® Jr.
PAT-7424 | Ages 6+ | 3+ Players

It seems like it would be easy to name three flavors of ice cream–
but can you do it in under five seconds? You have to be quick so
just say whatever comes to mind and risk silly answers slipping
out. It’s all in good fun with this fast-paced game where you have
to just spit it out. Case Pack: 4

5 Second Rule® (Bilingual)
PAT-27428 | Ages 10+ | 3+ Players

It should be easy to name 3 breeds of dogs– but can you do it
under the pressure of 5 seconds twisting down, and with the
other players staring at you, waiting for you to get flustered?
Time’s not on your side, so just say what comes to mind and
risk ridiculous answers slipping as time twirls down on the
unique twisted timer! Case Pack: 4

The Game of Things...®
Card Game

PAT-7710 | Ages 18+ | 4+ Players

PAT-7708 | Ages 14+ | 4+ Players

The Game of Things.... for adults!
This version of THINGS takes the
gloves off and provides adults a way to
play this great game once the children
have been put to bed. Beware though,
you might wake them up with your
laughing! Case Pack: 4

The Game of THINGS...in a
smaller box! Easier for travel,
so that you can play anywhere.
Includes over 100 new topic cards.
Case Pack: 6

The Game of Things...®
(Bilingual)
PAT-27704 | Ages 14+ | 4+ Players

The Game of THINGS... is the hilarious party
game that presents players with provocative
topics like “THINGS… people do when no one
is looking”, or “THINGS… your parents forgot
to tell you…” and allows each player to say
whatever comes to mind. Pick a topic, get
everyone to write a response, read them out
loud and guess the things your friends think.
Case Pack: 4

ADULTS
ONLY

ADULTS
ONLY

Utter Nonsense
4+ Players

Players combine silly accents with even sillier phrases to create sayings that are just
plain ridiculous! Each round features one accent, and each player must read one of
their phrase cards in that accent. The judge then picks their favourite. You don’t have
to be good at accents, it’s even funnier if you are not! Have fun and be as silly as you
want to be! Case Pack: 6

ADULTS
ONLY
5 Second Rule® Spintensity
PAT-7438 | Ages 14+ | 3+ Players

Just spit it out…more!™ It’s an all-new,
spinfully intense version of 5 Second Rule! Like in the original game,
you gotta name 3 things, but you’ve got more time now...maybe! The
new random timer is going, going, and you never know when it will
stop! Hurry to name three things, then spin to see what you have to
do next: name MORE things, draw another card, or pass to the next
player! You can even combine this with the original game for even
more fun! Contents: 400+ questions, electronic timer, spinner and
rules. Batteries required. Case Pack: 4

174
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5 Second Rule® Uncensored

Go Bleep Yourself

PAT-7427 | Ages 18+ | 3+ Players

PAT-4902 | Ages 18+ | 4+ Players

It seems like it would be easy to name three ways to
hide a fart – but can you do it in under five seconds?
You have to be quick so just say whatever comes
to mind and risk silly answers slipping out. It’s all
in good fun with this fast-paced game where you
have to just spit it out...or not. Case Pack: 4

Read the phrase and fill in the
BLEEP secretly! Other players
write down what they think
the reader will answer. If you
can’t guess what the reader
will say, try to be the funniest,
because funny wins points.
Case Pack: 4

Family Edition | PAT-12 | Ages 8+

www.outsetmedia.com

Naughty Edition | PAT-11 | Ages 17+

toll free: 1-877-592-7374
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Shit Happens

Shit Happens:
Little Shits Expansion

Shit Happens:
Full of Shit Edition

GG-76528 | Ages 18+ | 2+ Players

GG-76526 | Ages 18+ | 2+ Players

Add these 100 question cards to your existing Shit
Happens™ game. They can also be played solo as a mini
deck! Case Pack: 24

Includes 100 additional situation cards to make even
shittier situations. Case Pack: 6

Shit Happens

S#!% Happens

GG-76525 | Ages 18+ | 2+ Players

GG-76533 | Ages 18+ | 2+ Players

Rank the shitty situation, and if
our Misery Index agrees with you,
you get to keep it. Correctly rank
10 cards to win! Case Pack: 6

It’s the same content with a clean
cover, for retailers who don’t want
the original S#!% on their shelves.

214

Case Pack: 6

www.outsetmedia.com

ADULTS
ONLY

Shit Happens:
50 Shades of Shit

Shit Happens:
Too Shitty for Work

GG-76527 | Ages 18+ | 2+ Players

GG-76529 | Ages 18+ | 2+ Players

These 200 unique cards, not included
in the original Shit Happens™ game,
can be played as a stand-alone game,
or as an expansion deck. Case Pack: 6

These 200 unique cards, not included
in the original Shit Happens™ game,
can be played as a stand-alone game,
or as an expansion deck. Case Pack: 6

toll free: 1-877-592-7374

ADULTS
ONLY

Adult Games

Are You Normal?
PR-5235 | Ages 18+ | 2-6 Players

Friend or Faux
GG-76560 | Ages 18+ | 2+ Players

100 people have been polled for each question in the game to
determine what is and what isn’t normal. It’s guessing and betting
fun—with plenty of surprises throughout the game. Case Pack: 4

Players earn points by correctly answering five rounds of increasingly
revealing questions about each other. It’s easy to adjust the risque
rating to suit any group of friends, family, or colleagues. Case Pack: 6

Sip It Game

Tossed Salad Game

GG-70034 | Ages 18+ | 3-6 Players

GG-70033 | Ages 18+ | 4+ Players

It’s the card game that serves up fun with a twist! Players perform
ridiculous antics for easy-peasy lemon-squeezy points, while avoiding
Cherry Bombs. Case Pack: 4

The fast-paced game of quick thinking and acting totally nasty. A
hilarious charades-like game that will have your party guests in
stitches. Case Pack: 6

www.outsetmedia.com

toll free: 1-877-592-7374
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